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It all starts with Digital
Transformation, changing the
DNA of the organisation, which
involves both operational
changes and redefining
business strategy. While open
to interpretation for how it can
be used, it stems from a single
point of origin – the conversion
of completing any task to
being digital in nature. For
example, the switch from
using a messenger to ferry
messages to now using emails
or texting, or the conversion of
medical records from that of
being in a record book to now
being digitally stored.

The process of Digital
Transformation entails not only
the physical change in the
modus operandi of that task,
but also a systemic change in
the person who conducts that

task. There needs to be a
transformation of habits and
skills in being able to complete
these tasks with the right tool
at the right time with accuracy
and efficiency.

One of the definitions
emphasizes on all the ways a
business may need to adjust
their current best practices-
Digital transformation involves
a complete revamp, change in
leadership, thinking, innovation
and business models. It also
means incorporating
digitisation of assets and
higher use of technology to
improve the overall experience
across people & partners.

The key elements that ensure
Digital Transformation is
achieved are:

Where does Digital Adoption start?

-

Innovation Agility Workforce &
Digital culture

Customer
activation

Cyber security
& Risk

Experience
Design

Data &
Analytics

Digital
Architecture

Digital
Governance



For some companies, going digital may mean
going paperless, for others it might mean
adding skills like AI and Big Data to the fray for
better analysis and improving efficiency of
delivery. The underlying point is, however,
digital transformation (now more than ever) is
the need of the hour, and survival depends on

it. In a time when human connections must be
minimised, but productivity needs to be
maximised, maximum efficiency for any
operation can be achieved using Digital
Transformation.
When starting the Digital adoption journey,
three questions need to be addressed,

-Last year alone, more than $4
billion was invested in
insurtechs, and that’s
continuing to increase.

How do the insurers
work towards meeting
the growing customer
demands and market
pressures?

How can insurers
strengthen the
relationship with
customers and offer
better experiences?

What should
insurers focus on
when creating a
digital strategy?

We have answered these and more in this eBook….



Most customers need to have a certain amount of control, especially
when it comes to their financial matters. In a connected economy, most
customers are in control of using their mobile phones, or the internet on
their personal computing devices. The insurance sector can leverage
this connectivity with their customers a well.

There are a few key elements that play a major role when it comes to
the insurance space such as,

Importance of Digital in BFSI, especially Insurance

The most successful
insurers are the ones who
are proactive, adapt to
technology & change
faster, and work towards
specific objectives with a
clear vision.

There is a definite shift in the customer’s
expectations and behaviour. Customers
today demand information at the click of a
button, and similarly they need services
and products personalized. This also
extends to claims processing and payment
tracking features. There is complete
transparency in the system and that is
likely to be the way forward. With the digital
ecosystems evolving constantly and

maturing, there is potential for it to become
spaces where people share resources,
expertise and data.

Apart from these, customers today have
easy access to information even before
they go searching. Content related to their
searches are prompted across digital
channels and they are privy to taking it
further, reading up and gaining insights

before they approach a company for their
insurance related needs. This in turn
intensifies the competitive environment,
especially since insurance is a business
that is price driven. And then there is the
fact that very few are brand loyal, and at
the end of the day, the customer will lean
towards the business that gives them
highest levels of satisfaction through the
purchase process.

The shift in customer demands & expectations



The data available from various sources are invaluable for
the insurers, enabling them to enhance their underwriting
abilities, innovate with products, and increase efficiency
along with speed, especially in claims management.

As the digital age continues to
transform rapidly, the insurance
industry is pacing up all efforts to
keep up with emerging technology
trends. There are a number of
challenges and opportunities that
are pushing insurers to evolve –
changing customer demands,
regulatory compliance, rapid
increase in digital devices, frauds
and threats from emerging
insurtech.

This is one reason why quite a few

insurance businesses are
collaborating with other bigger tech
companies to enhance their
offerings and partner with
companies that bring new
technologies to the table,
incorporate them into their
solutions and offer the customer
the best service. There is also the
collaboration with FinTech
startups, a good place to test drive
new ideas and plans, and there is
the whole setting up labs to drive
innovative solutions in-house.

Emerging technologies



Going digital is all about being able
to cross paths and share
information at the drop of a hat.
Insurance companies have a set of
digital channels they use, besides
the social media platforms and
others already existing out there.
For example, there is content
available across social media, and
cloud, which can be accessed
across devices and transactions
can be carried out seamlessly.
This is where omnichannel and
multichannel platforms make an
appearance, giving insurers insight
into the various avenues to reach
out to customers and build
relationships, thereby boosting
sales.

The Internet of Things [IOT] is
another element that cannot be
ignored. Starting with Artificial
Intelligence [AI], Machine Learning

[ML], Telematics and Connected
Wearables, there are quite a few
smart connected devices that
reward insurers today with data
that was traditionally unavailable.
Telematics helps customers and
insurers gain insights, which in
turn reflects on their premium
amount. Similarly, connected
wearables such as smart watches,
glasses, pieces of jewellery or
smart wear are transforming the
way in which people look at
insurance. Similarly, FitBit and
other activity based gears capture
hyper personal data - heart rate,
calories burnt, duration of workout,
exercise habits, sleep patterns and
even GPS data. AI & ML are
effective tools in fraud detection
and predictive analysis. All of
these are invaluable to the
insurers when it comes to analysis
and personalising products.

Digital across channels



-

Customers today have access to just about any information
they require, with the click of a button. Mobiles, tablets,
wearable devices, the list of digital touch-points are only on the
rise. Apps are almost a necessity today to ensure customer
engagement and satisfaction. To ensure heightened customer
experience, insurers must enable availability of insurance
policies on the go across all devices.
Insurers who provide a unified and seamless experience
across all digital touchpoints will definitely have an upper hand
over the rest. Insurance leaders are not just catering to digital

needs of customers but are equipping employees and agents
with digital solutions to enable better customer engagements. A
strategic digital transformation journey will ensure higher
success and ROIs.
Sharing of assets is becoming increasingly common. Shared
rides, office and commercial spaces are creating, both new
avenues as well as challenges for the insurers. Insurers need
to come up with new offerings and policies that cater to the
usage of shared assets. The demand today is for
personalization.

Can digital distribution of financial services improve inclusion?



It all starts and ends with the “Customer”.
The customer/policyholder wants solutions
and policies that are tailored to suit their
needs. From peer-to-peer insurance to
on-demand economy policy generation, the

industry is constantly trying to innovate
and cater to market needs. As technology
advances, there will be newer areas like
drones and data that will need insurance
coverage. The key to staying ahead is an

agile model to keep up with trends and
cater to new opportunities that present
themselves.

The six steps to get started on digital transformation are summarized in the image below-

Mission Ground Control Booster

Source: https://healthcare.mckinsey.com/why-digital-transformation-should-be-strategic-priority-health-insurers
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While every digital adoption involves a whole
lot of changes, there are times when
enterprises face hurdles that leave them lost.
Business processes are fairly complex and so,
change means revamping business models,
resources and processes. We have identified
about 3 barriers to digital adoption:

What are the main barriers to
digital adoption?

The first and biggest hurdle is to do
with the resources at the
organisation. While technology keeps
evolving and growing, people are
unable to keep up with the same.
The skills gap is a big problem facing
today’s organizations. This in turns
leads to a widening of gaps and the
company is unable to meet the
demands of the customers. What it
needs to function better:

The talent gap

Hiring
process

needs to be
fine tuned

Ability to
study the
market and
create new
opportunities

to grow

Create
effective
training

programs for
insurers to
adapt to
changes

Improve
insurer and
customer

engagement
for better

performance
monitoring
system

Use the
available

digital tools
in training to

resolve
queries, and
speed up
processes
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Better legacy
infrastructure

Monitor the
deployment &
admin costs

Periodical
training and up
-skilling of the

resources

Organized lead
management

system

Planning budgets
for various

departments
keeping operational

cost & digital
adoption as

priority.

While having the right resource is the first hurdle, the
management of the available resource is next. When it comes
to dealing with lead management, supervision abilities and
working with new systems, it is essential to invest in,

Better management of time, budget, or resources



-

Digitalization is
the buzzword
today, across the
globe. And so, it
is necessary for
insurance
enterprises to,

Weak digital
strategy

Redefine their
strategy
incorporating
digital
elements-
channels,
approaches,
tools and
solutions

Look at the
market and
identity key
areas where
they can gain
an edge

Innovate with
products and
services

Adopt
advanced IT
capabilities

Maintain and
retain skilled
resources

Create a
business
model that is
customer
centric and not
product
focussed.
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Customer experience matters the most..
Yes, you read it right~

The need for face-to-face interaction will
continue to remain a top priority, except
with digital adoption, these have moved to
the virtual world. We have online meetings,
interaction through mobile and web
platforms, call centers with virtual
assistance are available to the customers
round the lock.

The one thing that insurance companies
need to stay focussed on, is providing a

consistent omnichannel experience- for
information, transactions and clarifications.
Similarly, a well defined strategy that is
aimed at offering the highest levels of
customer experience combined with a
robust business model is the way forward.
Advanced analytics for data, real time
tracking, notifications and alerts are
indicators that will redefine the insurance
space.

Insurance leaders need to also provide
necessary training and equip the insurers
to adapt to changes in technology, new

products and the multitude of digital
solutions that are rising everyday. Merely
adopting new technology and automating
processes will not be the solution to all
gaps. With new technology comes the
need for better & new capabilities and
streamlining of processes, only then will
there be a visible change in the services
and the customer delight levels. Therefore,
a change in the approach from ground up
is a necessity where technology is viewed
as a catalyst to help achieve business
goals.

What is the way forward?

To summarise, digital adoption is a shift in business approach through which insurers can:

Understand & implement
features available in the
digital platforms

Adapt & utilize available
resources to reach their
goals

Leverage each technology to
its full capacity for
innovation and optimization



The insurance world is largely
agent driven and agents rely
heavily on personal interactions
with clients. Today, business
requirements are changing to adapt
to the new normal - Digital
Insurance Distribution. Insurance
enterprises are looking for ways to
power their digital transformation
journeys, keep up with technology
trends and meet customer
demands. For this, optimizing
internal processes and simplifying
agent journeys is crucial.
Neutrinos is a Gartner Recognized
Multi-Experience Development
Platform vendor with deep domain
expertise in insurance. Our
solutions allow insurers to easily
engage prospects and customers
across their entire suite of
Insurance products.

The Neutrinos Story



-

Native Mobile Apps

OAuth 2.0

Cloud On-premise Hybrid

Mobile

RPA

Enterprise Security

Workflow Orchestration

Machine Learning

IoT

ESB/API Management

Low Code/No Code Dev
Platform

Data Management &
Transport

DevOps

Analytics

Event Streaming
& Processing

IoT Edge Apps

Bi-Modal

2000+ APIs

Enterprise Security

Message Queueing

Transformation
Platform For The
Digital Enterprise

A bespoke solution that covers
all aspects of the agent
lifecycle and provides unified
Customer Relationship
Management; that’s what the
Neutrinos Insurance
Distribution Management Suite
brings to you. Our technical
services solutions aided by our
strong Multi-experience
Development Platform [MXDP]
are enabling enterprises to
spearhead their digital
transformation journeys.

Accelerating Digital
Business
Transformation
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Neutrinos is a Multi-experience Development company that offers a
platform to ideate, transform, and build complex enterprise
applications within days – or sometimes hours. Neutrinos is
headquartered in Singapore and has operations across South Africa,
South East Asia, India, and the USA.
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